Lesson Learned
Pandemic Response
Primary Interest Groups

Transmission Operators (TOP)
Generator Operators (GOP)
Balancing Authorities (BA)
Reliability Coordinators (RC)
Problem Statement
By the early 2000’s, most entities had created business continuity plans (BCP) for various disaster scenarios,
including a major pandemic, and had periodic scenario drills to practice these plans. The COVID-19
pandemic resulted in actual use of these plans early in 2020. The first time a plan is executed with a reallife situation, it can be expected that adjustments will need to be made, and lessons will be learned to
improve the effectiveness of future pandemic response plans and possibly improve response to other
scenarios contained within the BCP.
Details
A primary concern within a pandemic response plan is how the health and safety of essential staff while
working in a public setting can be protected while continuing to perform essential operations. Additional
items of concern are potential supply chain and contract services interruptions. When a disease outbreak
occurs, the exact nature of transmission and the most effective counteractions may not be known initially,
so generic actions that cover a wide range of circumstances are prudent to adopt. After more is known,
adjustments may be made to provide better protection. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention1 is
generally referenced by entities (and other critical services) for notification of outbreaks, appropriate initial
response actions, and adjustments to the response over time.
In mid-March 2020, many entities took early generic actions, like having a reduced staff presence in their
corporate offices with most of the office staff conducting business via work-from-home (WFH)
arrangements. Physical staffing in generating plants and transmission/distribution operation centers and
field service centers was changed to just essential workers, and various forms of “reverse-quarantine”2
were used to protect them.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, NERC, the Electric Power Research Institute, the North
American Transmission Forum, the Department of Energy, and other electric-industry-related agencies and
corporations worked together with utilities to determine useful actions. Links to information about much
of that effort may be found here.
1

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention COVID-19 website is https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

2 Traditionally, a quarantine isolates those that are ill from the healthy population. A “reverse quarantine” isolates a healthy group in an att empt

to protect them. The majority of reverse quarantines in the past were done to protect populations with a known vulnerability , such as the
elderly, the very young, those with immune -deficiencies/organ transplant recipients, etc. The COVID-19 lockdowns were the first general
population use of reverse quarantine methods.
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Actions Taken

Over the first few months, entities refined their response methods, often by using a combination of the
following:


Monitoring the virus at critical locations and employing effective contact tracing protocols



Management of critical functions for reliability (Control Centers, Generation Stations, Field work, IT
support, warehouses, storm response, supply chain, etc.) and/or reduction of noncritical functions
(canceling/delaying capital projects)



Adjusting initial response plans



PPE, increased sanitization of work locations, installation of Plexiglas barriers, entry/exit path
restrictions



Sequestering, when used, involved swapping primary/backup control centers to separate crews or
accommodate periodic sanitizing or movement upon discovery of an infected crew member



Adding medical/nursing/”safety officer”/cleaning staff for facility entry health checks, contact
tracing, protocol enforcement, then reducing those as pandemic response is exited



Procurement of additional WFH equipment and accommodations for less than optimal WFH
situations/focus on maintaining work group communications, especially with essential staff, and
implementation of COVID time-off pay practices



Different protocols developed for hiring and on-boarding new staff, such as office, control center,
field workers, etc.



Some entities reduced the number of people present in the control center by finding non-certified
or non-licensed functions that could be offloaded from control room personnel to others who could
perform those tasks remotely (WFH).
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The required training for system control operators was modified with technology. Training programs
took advantage of various technologies (e.g., WebEx, Zoom, Microsoft Teams) and each operator
was provided a work laptop. Classroom sessions were done with remote training and required each
operator to have their camera on to encourage participation. Simulator training was conducted
where the operator came into the training room and the trainer was to maintain established safety
protocols.



Some entities sought to improve performance within their pandemic response by completing the
following:





Conducting challenge meetings to get input on potential changes to safety protocols and
practices on both small and larger changes (and run those changes through simulation exercises)
prior to implementing the change



Running table top exercises on various scenarios of how a disease could impact operations
crews, field crews, critical office workers (accounts receivable/payable, etc.) to get an idea of
the potential impact and how to adjust (That information was used to help develop or improve
procedures and protocols.)



Seeking ways to enhance WFH processes

Many entities have created post-pandemic return to the workplace reentry processes by basing
reopening of locked down facilities on milestones that include federal and local government
guidance changes, lifting of emergency orders, vaccine or treatment availability, etc.
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The particulars of a pandemic response plan have to be in generic terms, because the nature of
future significant infectious agents are unknown. In 2020, the Department of Energy, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, NERC, and the North American Transmission Forum produced an
Epidemic/Pandemic Response Plan Resource 3 that has been updated as additional tactics have been
incorporated.



BCPs need to be re-examined, adjusted, and communicated when exercised in a real world case.
The changes in pandemic protocols when the nature of the virus is better understood are an
example of this.



Consider updating plans for primary and back up control center operation centers to ensure that in
the event primary center need to be evacuated for virus exposure the backup center is readily
available. A pandemic presents a unique challenge where the potential for both primary and back
up sites to get contaminated may exist.



Many construction and maintenance activities prohibited social distancing. Entities had to review
work practices and make modifications to ensure work needed to maintain system reliability can
continue.

3

“Epidemic/Pandemic Response Plan Resource ” https://www.natf.net/docs/natf/documents/resources/resiliency/epidemic-pandemicresponse-plan-resource.pdf
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Communication between entities is an area that should be reviewed in BCP. The pandemic
presented unique challenges of communicating with neighboring utilities or where an entity shared
a work site with another entity. Sharing details about worksite contamination due to virus or
employee sickness when working with other entities at a common worksite may create some issues.



Reopening/return to the workplace milestones need to be communicated when defined.







Entities should consider creation of criteria for return that are best set on defined conditions as
employees should be able to see how close or far their locations are from reopening criteria.



Entities should also determine whether and how reopening processes will be followed in
geographic locations that have met those criteria while other locations have not.

The main transportable experience from the COVID-19 responses were expanded and improved
WFH processes.


Any BCP aspect that could benefit from or require remote working can benefit from the remote
working experience gained in the COVID-19 pandemic response.



Additionally, many organizations are now working to determine and improve their WFH-related
business processes for normal conditions as there were many cases of reduced overall costs.
This requires re-examining potential WFH use by function and per business need.



Entities should review their situations and lessons learned from any BCP use: what changes from
that experience should be incorporated into normal busi ness processes?

Consider the psychological and mental health needs of employees as well as their knowledge levels.
There are practices that may need to be adjusted to accommodate mindsets so they can concentrate
on business related matters and remain productive.


Communicate available employee support resources periodically.



Consider voluntary or phased return to offices or other locations recognizing employees may
have different comfort levels. Identify essential workforce needs as office staff returns and
interaction between these groups increase.
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This document is des igned to convey lessons learned from NERC’s various activities. I t is not intended to es tablish new requirements under NERC’s
Reliability Standards or to modify the requirements in any exis ting Reliability Standards. Compliance will continue to be determined bas ed on
language in the NERC Reliability Standards as they may be amended from time to time. I mplementation of this lesson learned is not a s ubstitute
for compliance with requirements in NERC’s Reliability Standards.
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